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I would like to offer a critical intervention into international politics by invoking a feminist interpretation of the body and the ways in which it is used to produce and reproduce political boundaries. The language of international relations is inward facing, operating on binaries of war and peace, good and bad, us versus you, her vs him, civilized vs barbarian, win vs losing, freedom vs tyranny, etc. What is the individual's role? Who gets to live and die? How can one articulate that feeling of “it just feels right”? The personal as political can begin to illuminate our choices; our body acts as the site of entry for regulation and control. Body as metaphor for the state- inherently politicized. A critical component of how social order is viewed within a society centers around our conception of gender and its regulation.

Art offers a generative response that accesses the emotions produced from politics in ways that words fail or even constrict and bound. Visual methodology can invoke the erotic, as *eros*, creative power and harmony.\(^1\) Thereby playing with the fluidity with boundaries; questioning their naturalness. Perhaps art may “fail” in message, yet “succeeds” in provoking a change in what the boundaries of political discourses are. Art can unsettle one’s ontological security, producing a range of emotions; thereby evoking the untranslatable into politics. Thus, queering what we know as natural by playing with the boundaries to show that they are there. Afterall the point of art is to show people that life is worth living by showing that it isn't.\(^2\)

Materially, the use of collage reveals the relationships between one another, disrupting the linear mode of conduction and transmission. To collage, I am avoiding exclusionary mechanisms, working with gaps, holes, layering and lapsing of meaning. I am queering by obscuring rather than clarifying. Not only am I queering the intimate, but the International too. I am physically unsettling the state boundaries, revealing where one state and society ends and

---

\(^1\) Audre Lorde, *The master's tools will never dismantle the master's house.*

another begins. There is a tactile, crafty, interaction happening when I collage; bridging the spiritual and the political. The bridge that connects these two is made up of the erotic- the sensual- those physical, emotional, intuitive expressions of the deepest parts of myself. Not only is the work a collage of material, but a collage of many individuals' ideas and political discourses in which I am consumed by. The checkered occurs in most of the work as a literal translation of order into good and bad. Operating as a binary, yet has a quality of everything being connected through a balance of good vs bad. Yet again, I am queering this ancient masonic symbol by dispurring and abstracting the chequers throughout the painting.<sup>3</sup> The floor the figures are situated on, remain checkered but in an irregular spatial pretense. What if the order that grounds us, began to be unsettled? What if the order that grounds us is already unsettled? There are tensions within the figures that are made up of the obscured chequer -as the chequer moves in and out of the body, boundaries seem to be dissolved by the very structure they are formed by. To weave the checkered into existence, brought me closer to the construction that is our bodies, while simultaneously connecting me with textiles. Textiles operate as a public and private; collaging textiles subverts notions of craft for me. Creating a new kind of culture, linking the heritage of women, thereby transforming images of the female body. To paint the body, is to activate its relationship to itself; building it with color next to color. To render a body within space, is to activate the very space it takes up. There is reclaiming of power as I paint a feminine figure into existence- a redirection of narrative as well. Bodies subjected not only to weight and categories of the physical world but also to the pleasures and power dynamics of the social world. Our body is a vessel for deep complexities, power, eroticsim and therefore something feared and oppressed. Femininity, working for and against women, is a source of power. Our bodies are a

---

site of the feminine, but also our hair. The inherent limitations on the power available to women through their hair-styles raise the question of why women continue to seek power in this way (or, more generally, through their appearance). As we have seen, women consciously use culturally mandated appearance norms to achieve their personal ends. To say that women consciously use these norms, however, does not mean that they are free to ignore them. No matter what a woman does or doesn't do with her hair-dyeing or not dyeing, curling or not curling, covering with a bandana or leaving uncovered—her hair will affect how others respond to her, and her power will increase or decrease accordingly. Consequently, women use their hair to improve their position because they recognize that not doing so can imperil their position. Of course, the power and any other gains achieved through hair or other aspects of appearance are circumscribed, fragile, bittersweet, and limiting. Yet, the power achieved in this way is no less real. Moreover, for many women, appearance remains a more accessible route to power than does career success, financial independence, political achievement, and so on. My hair has acted as a source of privilege, and freedom, consequently facilitating competition between women. Red hair is sexualized, and embedded with meaning of passion and boldness. While operating against me in the way it was constructed too, I have found power by embracing the femininity of long red hair. So when cutting my hair, I initially saved it, with intentions to subvert its inscribed meaning.

The episteme is not a form of knowledge or type of rationality which, crossing the boundaries of the most varied sciences, manifests the sovereign unity of a subject, a spirit, or a period; it is the totality of relations that can be discovered, for a given period, between the sciences when one analyzes them at the level of discursive regularities. This different discursive
practice, embodied by the techniques and effects of the painted representation, is what gives painting a theoretical shape unlike the sciences and philosophy. In this sense, the painting is not a pure vision that must be transcribed into the materiality of space; nor is it a naked gesture whose silent and eternally empty meanings must be freed from subsequent interpretations. It is shot through – and independently of scientific knowledge and philosophical themes – with the positivity of a knowledge.\textsuperscript{5}

\textsuperscript{5} Foucault, \textit{Genealogy of Morals},
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